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3D navigation within a 3D-GIS environment is increasingly getting more popular and spreading to various ﬁelds. In the
last decade, especially after the 9/11 disaster, evacuating the complex and tall buildings of today in case of emergency
has been an important research area for scientists. Most of the current navigation systems are still in the 2D environment
and that is insufﬁcient to visualize 3D objects and to obtain satisfactory solutions for the 3D environment. Therefore,
there is currently still a lack of implementation of 3D network analysis and navigation for indoor spaces in respect to
evacuation. The objective of this paper is to investigate and implement 3D visualization and navigation techniques and
solutions for indoor spaces within 3D-GIS. For realizing this, we have proposed a GIS implementation that is capable of
carrying out 3D visualization of a building model stored in the CityGML format and perform analysis on a network
model stored in Oracle Spatial. The proposed GUI also provides routing simulation on the calculated shortest paths with
voice commands and visual instructions.
Keywords: 3D-GIS; 3D network analysis; indoor navigation; evacuation

1. Introduction
3D navigation within the 3D-GIS environment is
increasingly getting more popular and spreading to various ﬁelds. Especially after the 9/11 disaster, evacuating
buildings safely by the shortest path in extraordinary
circumstances (i.e. disastrous accidents, massive terrorist
attacks etc.) happening in complex and tall buildings has
been one of the most important research areas, which is
the subject of 3D network analysis applications for
indoor spaces.
Most of the navigation systems use 2D or 2.5D data
(e.g. road layer) to ﬁnd and simulate the shortest path
which is lacking in the building environment (1).
Therefore, there is a need for different approaches based
on 3D which realize the 3D objects and eliminate
the network analysis limitations on multilevel structures
(2–5).
In one important study (4), Kwan and Lee measured
the relative accessibility of the emergency response
between a disaster site and an emergency station in a
building. Their results showed that extending 2D GIS to
3D GIS representations of the interiors of high rise
buildings can improve the overall speed of rescue. Their
ﬁndings have motivated other GIS researchers to develop
emergency evacuation systems of complex buildings
using 3D GIS.
Passing from 2D GIS toward 3D GIS, a great
number of 3D data-sets (e.g. city models) have become
necessary. This situation requires a number of speciﬁc
issues to be researched, e.g. 3D routing accuracy,
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appropriate means to visualize 3D spatial analysis, tools
to effortlessly explore, and navigate through large
models in real time, with the correct texture and
geometry (6).
In GIS research, evacuation and routing is generally
based on graph networks (7, 8), while 3D visualization
problems are achieved by CityGML (9). Researchers
following the network approach generally modify the
existing 2D routing algorithms to 3D ones (1). Initial
requirements of 3D GIS and navigation (6): concepts,
frameworks, and applications from a wide viewpoint
were represented (3), but there is currently still a lack of
implementation of 3D network analysis and navigation
for evacuation purposes.
The objective of this paper is to investigate and
implement 3D visualization and navigation techniques
and solutions for indoor spaces within 3D GIS. We
explain how to perform 3D network analysis using Oracle Spatial within a Java-based 3D-GIS implementation.
As an initial step and for implementation, a GUI
provides a 3D visualization of the building, and 3D network models based on CityGML data store spatial data
in Oracle and then perform network analysis under different constraints, such as avoiding nodes or links in the
network model. All experiments highlighted in this paper
are performed on the 3D model of the Corporation
Complex in Putrajaya, Malaysia. Section 2 presents an
automatic data generation process of 3D network models
from ﬂoor plans. Section 3 gives some examples of
visualization of 3D building and network models from
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the CityGML format. Section 4 gives some information
on storing spatial data and explains how to create
Network Models in Oracle Spatial. Section 5 introduces
a 3D network analysis tool and gives visualized results
of 3D network analysis performed by our proposed
3D-GIS implementation. Section 6 elaborates the routing
engine integrated in the simulation module of the
3D-GIS implementation, and gives some visualization
samples. Finally, we conclude the work with some future
tasks that need to be addressed.
2. Data generation process for 3D network model
When we consider 3D navigation systems, we may need
to solve complex topologies, 3D modeling, 3D network
analysis, etc. For realizing all these processes, we need
3D spatial data. Data collection used to be the major task
which consumed over 60% of the available resources,
since geographic data were very scarce in the early days
of GIS technology. In most recent GIS projects, data collection is still very time consuming and expensive; however, it currently consumes about 15–50% of the
available resources (10).
Data generation is also still a problem for the
researchers who work on GIS-based 3D navigation
systems. It consumes more time than achieving their
applications or doing their research. Pu and Zlatanova
(3) point out that automatically extracting geometry and
logic models of a building is difﬁcult. In their study, they
explain the advantages and disadvantages of the methods
used for constructing geometry models of buildings and
state that there is no automatic approach for 3D

Figure 1.

MUSCLE model process.

reconstruction of the interiors of buildings. They also
indicate that it is very difﬁcult to generate a logical
model of a building automatically from its geometry
model as the nodes and links have to be created manually or half-manually with computer-aided applications.
To overcome this deﬁciency, the 3D geometric and
logical data of a building is obtained in CityGML format
using 3D model generation software which is based on a
novel method called Multidirectional Scanning for Line
Extraction (MUSCLE) (11). This model is a conversion
method which was developed to vectorize the straight
lines through raster images, including township plans,
maps for GIS, architectural drawings, and machine plans.
Unlike the traditional vectorization process, this model
generates straight lines based on a line thinning algorithm, without performing line following, chain coding,
and vector reduction stages. By using this model, it is
also possible to generate 3D building models based on
the ﬂoor plan of the buildings (7). This model can be
described in four main steps:
 Threshold processing.
 Horizontal and vertical scanning of the binary
image.
 Detecting wrongly vectorized lines.
 Correcting wrongly vectorized lines by using
diagonal scanning.
Detailed information about the MUSCLE model is
beyond the scope of this paper but the process of the
model can be summarized as shown in Figure 1.
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By using the MUSCLE Model, the 3D Building and
Topological Network model of a building can be
generated automatically from raster ﬂoor plans. The user
interface of the 3D Model Generation Software is shown
in Figure 2.
2.1. Generating corridors from raster ﬂoor plans
In network models, corridors are the main backbone in
the ﬂoor plan since they connect the rooms with all the
other entities in the building. Therefore, determining and
modeling the corridors is very important. Once a corridor
is provided by the user, the algorithm leaves only the
corridor in the image, and then determines the middle
lines based on the MUSCLE model. After a number of
processes on selected middle lines, the topological model

Figure 2.

3D model generation user interface.

Figure 3.

Generating corridors of a building from raster ﬂoor plans.
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and coordinates of the corridor are found as shown in
Figure 3.
2.2. Generating rooms from raster ﬂoor plans
In determining the rooms, the corridor is excluded from
the image and only the rooms are left. Then, by applying
the MUSCLE model, the center points of the rooms are
determined and deﬁned as the nodes which represent the
rooms (Figure 4).
2.3. Integrating corridors with rooms
After locating the nodes that indicate corridors and
rooms, the user interactively points out which room
nodes connect with which corridor nodes, and the
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Generating rooms of a building from raster ﬂoor plans.

geometric network for a 2D ﬂoor plan is generated
(Figure 5(a)).
After stairs (or elevator) nodes are indicated by the
user (points with letter “M” in Figure 5(a)), the network
is automatically designed by assigning different elevation
values for each ﬂoor based on various data such as ﬂoor
number and ﬂoor height, and then the 3D network model
is generated as seen in Figure 5(b).
Once the network generation process is completed,
the network data is converted into CityGML format.
CityGML is designed as an open data model and XMLbased format for the storage and exchange of virtual 3D
city models (12). CityGML supports different Levels of
Detail (LOD). LODs are required to reﬂect independent
data collection processes with differing application
requirements (Figure 6). The coarsest level LOD0 is
essentially a 2.5D Digital Terrain Model, over which an
aerial image or a map may be draped. LOD1 is the
well-known blocks model comprising prismatic buildings
with ﬂat roofs. In contrast, a building in LOD2 has differentiated roof structures and thematically differentiated
surfaces. Vegetation objects may also be represented.
LOD3 denotes architectural models with detailed wall
and roof structures, balconies, bays, and projections.

Figure 5.

High-resolution textures can be mapped onto these
structures. In addition, detailed vegetation and transportation objects are the components of an LOD3 model.
LOD4 completes a LOD3 model by adding interior
structures for 3D objects. For example, buildings
are composed of rooms, interior doors, stairs, and
furniture (12).
We use CityGML’s Transportation Module to represent automatically generated 3D network models. The
transportation model of CityGML is a multifunctional,
multiscale model focusing on thematic and functional as
well as on geometrical/topological aspects. Transportation features are represented as a linear network in
LOD0. Starting from LOD1, all transportation features
are geometrically described by 3D surfaces.
Starting from LOD1, a TransportationComplex
provides an explicit surface geometry, reﬂecting the
actual shape of the object, not just its centerline. The
different representations of a TransportationComplex for
each LOD are shown in Figure 7 (12).
In this study, 3D network data of a building are
represented as a linear network in LOD0. The whole
data generation process is described in a ﬂow chart
(Figure 8).

Generating the network model of a building from ﬂoor plans.
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Figure 6.

The ﬁve LOD deﬁned by CityGML (12).

Figure 7.

TransportationComplex in LOD 0, 1, and 2–4 (example shows part of a motorway) (12).

The outline of a sample CityGML code representing
a 3D network model that uses a Transportation Module
is given in Table 1.

3. Visualization of a 3D building and a network
model
Visualization of a 3D building model is performed by
our own proposed Java-based 3D-GIS implementation.
The implementation uses citygml4j Java class library and
API for facilitating work with the CityGML and JOGL
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Java bindings for the OpenGL graphic library to carry
out visualization of 3D spatial objects.
The application supports four different types of a
view mode for spatial objects. These modes are WireFrame (Figure 9(a)), HiddenLine (Figure 9(b)), Shaded
(Figure 9(c)), and Shaded with Texture (Figure 9(d)).
The prepared implementation reads CityGML
data-sets from LOD0 to LOD2. 3D building models are
represented in LOD2 described by polygons using the
Building Module of CityGML (Figure 10). Network
models are represented as linear networks in LOD0
using CityGML’s Transportation Module (Figure 11).
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A spatial network contains both connectivity information
and geometric information. In a spatial network, the
nodes and links are SDO_GEOMETRY objects representing points and lines, respectively. A spatial network
can also use other kinds of geometry representations.
One variant lets you use linear referenced geometries.
Another lets you use topology objects (13).
Network support in the Oracle database is composed
of the following elements (13):

Figure 8. Data generation process of a building’s network
model in LOD0 using 3D model generation software.
Table 1. A 3D network model in City GML, which uses a
Transportation Module.
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?>
<CityModel …….>
<cityObjectMember>
<tran:Track gml:id=“Atila_Network”>
<gml:name>Atila Network</gml:name>
<tran:lod0Network>
<gml:GeometricComplex>
<gml:element >
<gml:LineString gml:id=“Link-1-2-Corridor”><gml:
posList srsDimension=“3”>58.36 29.51 4.37 69.23 29.51
4.37</gml:posList></gml:LineString>
</gml:element>
</gml:GeometricComplex>
</tran:lod0Network>


</tran:Track>
</cityObjectMember>
</CityModel>

4. Managing 3D network in geo-database
management systems
Geo-database management systems (Geo-DBMS) are
developed for facilitating and organizing works with spatial data. Using geo-DBMS in 3D modeling and spatial
analysis has a lot of advantages. Besides the standard
advantages of DBMS with respect to centralized control,
data independence, data redundancy, data consistency,
sharing data, data integrity, and improved security, geoDBMS brings efﬁcient management of large spatial datasets. The management of a 3D network requires usage of
a graph model in DBMS. While CityGML is used to
store and visualize 3D spatial objects, the graph model is
used to perform network analysis. Oracle Spatial is one
of the most powerful geo-DBMS which offers a
combination of geometry models and graph models.
A network is a type of mathematical graph that captures relationships between objects using connectivity. A
network consists of nodes and links. Oracle Spatial
maintains a combination of geometry and graph models
within the Network Data Model. Network elements
(links and nodes) may have geometric information
associated with them. A logical network contains
connectivity information but no geometric information.

 A data model to store networks inside the database
as a set of network tables. This is the persistent
copy of a network.
 SQL functions to deﬁne and maintain networks
(the SDO_NET package).
 Network analysis functions in Java. The Java API
works on a copy of the network loaded from the
database. This is the volatile copy of the network.
 Network analysis functions in PL/SQL (the SDO_NET_MEM package).
Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between the
elements of the Oracle Network Model (13).
To deﬁne a network in Oracle Spatial, at least two
tables should be created, i.e. a node table and a link one.
These tables should be provided with the proper structure and content to model the network. A network can
also have a path table and a path link table. These tables
are optional and are ﬁlled with the results of analyses,
such as the shortest path between two nodes (13).
Figure 13 shows the relationship between the tables that
describe a network (13).
A node table (Table 2) describes all nodes in the
network. Each node has a unique numeric identiﬁer (the
NODE_ID column). Other optional columns are geometry, cost, hierarchy_level, parent_node_id, node_name,
node_type, and active. A link table (Table 3) describes
all links in the network. Each link has a unique numeric
identiﬁer (the LINK_ID column) and contains the
identiﬁers of the two nodes it connects. Other optional
columns are geometry, cost, bi-directed, parent_link_id,
active, link_level, link_name, and link_type (13). In this
study, as we deﬁne a spatial network containing both
connectivity and geometric information, we use
SDO_GEOMETRY for representing points and lines.
There are two ways to deﬁne data structures for a
network. One is to create the network automatically by
calling the CREATE_SDO_NETWORK procedure
deﬁned in the SDO_NET package in Oracle Spatial. This
procedure creates all the tables and populates the metadata. If the CREATE_SDO_NETWORK procedure fails
to complete network creation, this may produce a halfcreated network. In other words, some tables are created
but network creation is not completed yet. Therefore,
before we create the network again, we must ﬁrst
manually drop the existing network using the
DROP_NETWORK procedure. In addition, the automatic network creation method gives very little control
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Figure 9.
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Viewing modes of 3D spatial objects in our proposed 3D-GIS implementation.

over the actual structuring of the tables and gives no
control at all over their physical storage (table spaces,
space management, partitioning, and so on). But this
procedure is easy to use and makes sure the table structures are consistent with the metadata (13).
The other and more ﬂexible way is creating tables
manually, which is used in our implementation. Creating
tables manually is not enough to deﬁne a network in
Oracle Spatial. The actual naming of the tables that
constitute a network and their structure should be
deﬁned in a metadata table called USER_SDO_NETWORK_METADATA, as shown in Table 4 by an insert
statement ensuring that the table structures are consistent
with the metadata.
Our implementation automates network deﬁnition in
the Oracle Spatial database using the manual network
creation method presented in this section. As soon as the
3D model of a building in LOD2 and its linear network
model in LOD0 are opened from the CityGML format,
an appropriate menu item of our implementation, indicating a network tool, is activated. Our network tool reads
CityGML data, creates tables to deﬁne the network,
inserts proper data into the tables, and deﬁnes the
network. The Network creation tool lets you deﬁne

networks using the same tables already deﬁned for other
networks or you can choose to deﬁne new tables for any
network you create. The Network creation tool also lists
all networks stored in the database which are based on
the same CityGML data (Figure 14).
5. Performing network analysis
Our implementation performs network analysis with its
network analysis tool based on a Java API provided by
the Network Data Model of Oracle Spatial (14). The
Java API provides a range of analysis functions and is
provided as a package called oracle.spatial.network in a
Java archive ﬁle called sdnom.jar. To use the API in a
Java application, we should include it in our class path.
The API is composed of three main sets of classes (13):
 Network, Node, Link, and Path: These classes
store and maintain networks and network elements.
 NetworkManager: This class performs network
analysis, and it also reads networks from the
database and writes them back.
 NetworkFactory: This class creates networks and
network elements.
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Figure 10.

Building model (Textured viewing mode).

Figure 11.

Network model.
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Figure 12.

Oracle network data model.
Table 4. A metadata
WORK_METADATA.

Figure 13.

Table 2.

Main network tables.

Columns of node table in the network model.

Parameter

Value

NODE_ID
230
NODE_NAME NODE-230
GEOMETRY
MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY (3001, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_POINT_TYPE
(42.2019449799705, 100.382921548946,
−3.7), NULL, NULL)
ACTIVE
Y

Table 3.
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table

called

USER_SDO_NET-

INSERT INTO USER_SDO_NETWORK_METADATA
(NETWORK, NETWORK_CATEGORY,
GEOMETRY_TYPE,
NO_OF_HIERARCHY_LEVELS, NO_OF_PARTITIONS,
LINK_DIRECTION,
NODE_TABLE_NAME, NODE_GEOM_COLUMN,
NODE_COST_COLUMN,
LINK_TABLE_NAME, LINK_GEOM_COLUMN,
LINK_COST_COLUMN,
PATH_TABLE_NAME, PATH_GEOM_COLUMN,
PATH_LINK_TABLE_NAME,
NETWORK_TYPE) VALUES
(‘CORPORATION_PUTRAJAYA’, ‘SPATIAL’,
‘SDO_GEOMETRY’, ‘1’,
‘1’, ‘UNDIRECTED’, ‘CORP_NETWORK_NODE’,
‘LOCATION’, NULL,
‘CORP_NETWORK_LINK’, ‘GEOMETRY’,
‘LINK_LENGTH’,
‘CORP_NETWORK_PATH’, ‘GEOMETRY’,
‘CORP_NETWORK_PATH_LINK’, ‘Corp_Network’)

Our network analysis tool allows doing most
common 3D network analyses supported by Oracle
Spatial (Figure 15). These analyses are:

Columns of link table in the network model.

Parameter

Value

LINK_ID
START_NODE_ID
END_NODE_ID
LINK_NAME
GEOMETRY

15
452
455
Link-452-455-Corridor
MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY (3002,
NULL, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY (1,
2, 1),
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY
(115.306027729301, 85.9775129777152,
1.8, 115.306027729301, 82.9
483382781573, 1.8)
3, 029,174,699,557,899
Y
Corridor

LINK_LENGTH
ACTIVE
LINK_TYPE










Shortest path.
Traveling salesman.
Given number of nearest neighbors.
All possible shortest paths between given nodes.
All nodes within given distance.
Finding reaching nodes to a given node.
Finding all possible paths between two nodes.
Finding shortest paths to a node from all other
nodes in the network.

With this network analysis tool it is also possible to
perform common 3D network analysis with full functionality including constraints and to see the results on a 3D
graphical screen. In this section, some examples for
network analysis will be presented.
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Figure 14.

Automatic network creation tool.

Figure 15.

3D network analysis tool.

Figure 16 shows a shortest path analysis result
without any constraints. Figure 17 shows how the shortest path is updated after links associated with elevators
are avoided, shown by red lines which means the elevator is not in use any more in that part of the building. To
ﬁnd the shortest path between two nodes, we use the
shortestPath() method provided by the Java API.
Another analysis is selecting nodes based on the
distance that separates them from a starting node. We
use withinCost() method provided by the Java API to
perform this analysis and it calculates all paths to the

nodes within a given distance. Therefore, this analysis is
not based on straight-line distances and uses distances
along the network. As an example, a person can ﬁnd all
the rooms within a 40-m walking distance from his own
room. Figure 18 shows all nodes within a 40-m walking
distance to node 3354, and Figure 19 shows the updated
result of the same analysis after events have occurred in
all associated links used to go upstairs.
Another analysis ﬁnds the nearest nodes to a starting
node. This analysis ﬁnds the given number of neighbors
of a node by locating the nearest neighbors following the

Geo-spatial Information Science

Figure 16.

Shortest path between two nodes without any constraint.

Figure 17.

Recalculated shortest path considering avoided elevators in a part of building.

links. This analysis also does not use straight-line
distances. We use the nearest Neighbors() method provided by the Java API. Figure 20 shows all paths to the 10
nearest neighbors of node 3354. To explain the analysis
results better, we give details of the analysis in Table 5.
Oracle Spatial also allows multiple path searches.
There are two kinds of multiple path search analyses.
One ﬁnds all possible paths between two nodes and the
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other ﬁnds the shortest paths from one node to all the
other nodes. We give an example of ﬁnding all possible
paths between two nodes here. This analysis could return
a very large number of responses on a large fully
connected network, but Oracle Spatial lets us limit the
search space by specifying one or more of the following
constraints (13). In this analysis we use allPaths()
method provided by the Java API.
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Figure 18.

All nodes within a 40-m walking distance to node 3354.

Figure 19.

All nodes within a 40-m walking distance to node 3354 after constraints applied.

 Depth: Return only the solutions that have less
than the speciﬁed number of links.
 Cost: Return only the solutions whose cost is less
than the speciﬁed value.
 Solutions: Return only the N best solutions.
Notice the ﬁgure showing our 3D network analysis
tool (Figure 15), which is used for performing common

3D network analysis, at the beginning of this section. You
can see Depth and Cost tabs to apply these constraints on
analysis. Figure 21 shows the three best solutions between
nodes 3354 and 3655 with different colours.
The last analysis presented in this paper is the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The TSP is one of
the most popular and most studied problems in computer
science. The TSP objective is to ﬁnd the shortest route
for a traveling salesman who, starting from his home

Geo-spatial Information Science

Figure 20.
Table 5.

All paths to the 10 nearest neighbors of node 3354.
10 nearest neighbors of node 3354.

Node no. Path cost (m) Traversed nodes in the path
3319
3320
3353
3352
3355
3356
3377
3323
3052
3652
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4.98
10.34
12.66
14.13
15.62
16.06
18.25
19.57
19.63
19.63

3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,
3354,

3319
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,
3319,

3320
3353
3353,
3320,
3320,
3320,
3320,
3353,
3353,

3352
3355
3356
3356,
3356,
3352,
3352,

3377
3377, 3323
3052
3652

city, has to visit every city on a given list precisely once
and then return to his home city (15).
Suppose that a postman delivers letters in a complex
building. The postman does not want to waste his time
and wants to visit customers in the optimal order so as
to minimize travel time. In this analysis we need to give
the list of the nodes to be visited as input to the tsPath()
method provided by the Java API, and we get the shortest path that passes through all the nodes we speciﬁed.
Figure 22 shows a sample TSP analysis. In this example,
the starting point is node 3354 and nodes going to be
visited are 3654, 3661, and 3656. Note that the whole
tour is highlighted by arrows with changing colors at
each target node. Table 6 shows the details of the TSP
analysis given in this example and the visitation order of
the actual nodes should be 3354, 3661, 3656, 3654, and
3354 successively.

6. Routing instruction engine
One of the most important components of an ideal
evacuation system is an instruction engine which should
produce real-time instructions for the users to assist them
in the routing process until they arrive at their destination. Our implementation has such an instruction engine
which is integrated into the simulation module to
produce voice commands and visual instructions for
assisting users dynamically on the way to their destination. This instruction engine is intended to be the infrastructure of a voice enabled mobile navigation system
for indoor spaces in our future work (Figure 23).
The most signiﬁcant job for producing routing
instructions is to determine the direction that users
should follow. For generating instruction commands, a
method developed by Karas (16) has been used.
According to the direction determined by this method,
“Go upstairs, Go downstairs, Go on the ﬂoor, Turn left,
Turn right, Keep going” commands are generated and
vocalized while the user approaches each node.
When the red point (the user) passes through a node
in the simulation, ﬁrstly, the difference of elevations
between the ﬁrst next node and the second next node
that the user will visit is compared. If the second next
node is at a higher elevation than the ﬁrst one, the
instruction engine generates a “Go Upstairs” command
(Figure 24(a)). If it is lower, a “Go Downstairs”
command is generated (Figure 24(b)).
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Figure 21.

All three best solutions between nodes 3354 and 3655.

Figure 22.

A sample TSP analysis.
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Table 6.

Details of TSP analysis.

Name of 20 links in the path
Link-3354-3319-Corridor
Link-3319-3320-Corridor
Link-3320-3355-Corridor
Link-3361-3355-Corridor
Link-3360-3361-Corridor
Link-3360-3660-Stairs6
Link-3660-3661-Corridor
Link-3661-3655-Corridor
Link-3620-3655-Corridor
Link-3656-3620-Corridor
Link-3656-3620-Corridor
Link-3619-3620-Corridor
Link-3654-3619-Corridor
Link-3654-3619-Corridor
Link-3653-3619-Corridor
Link-3652-3653-Corridor
Link-3352-3652-Elevator14
Link-3352-3353-Corridor
Link-3353-3319-Corridor
Link-3354-3319-Corridor
Total path cost

Cost of each link in
the path (m)
4.98
5.35
5.28
5.06
3.22
5.50
3.22
5.06
5.28
5.72
5.72
5.35
4.98
4.98
7.68
1.46
5.50
1.46
7.68
4.98
98.52

Apart from these, the user needs to walk on the ﬂoor
after descending or ascending by using an elevator or
stairs. In other words, if the elevation of the ﬁrst next
node and the second next node are equal, but the current
node is different, a “Go on the Floor” command is
generated.
If the elevations of the three nodes are equal then the
instruction engine decides to go straight or turn right or
left. To make this decision, perpendicular distance

Figure 23.
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calculations should be performed. By using perpendicular
distance calculations of surveying computations, it can be
determined if a node is on the right side or on the left side
of a line segment. According to this calculation, for a line
segment which starts with node A and ends with B, if a
node C is on the right side of this line segment then the
sign of the perpendicular distance of C is obtained as positive (+), otherwise negative (−) (17). Assuming A is the
node that the user passes through, B is the ﬁrst subsequent
node and C is the second subsequent node that the user
will visit, if the length of the perpendicular distance of
node C to the line segment AB is calculated, the instruction to the user can be determined by checking the sign of
the distance. If it is positive (+), the command should be
“Turn Right” (Figure 24(c)), if negative the command is
“Turn Left” (Figure 24(d)). If the calculated distance is
zero, the instruction engine produces a “Keep going”
command (Figure 24(e)).
After all these processes, the generated command is
vocalized by the simulation while the red point step by
step approaches to the ﬁrst subsequent node. The
explanations of the terms of equation in Figure 24 are as
follows.
A: The node that the user is currently passing
through.
B: The ﬁrst next node that the user will visit.
C: The second next node that the user will visit.
D: The perpendicular distance of the C node to the
AB line.
E: The elevation of the nodes.
(AB): Bearing of the AB direction.

Routing simulation process of the instruction engine (The red point (■) is the user).
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Figure 24.

Generating instructions based on side direction calculation for routing.

7. Conclusions

Notes on contributors

This paper presents a Java-based 3D-GIS implementation
which can visualize 3D building and network models
based on the CityGML format, automate a 3D network
deﬁnition in Oracle Spatial’s Network Data Model and
perform network analysis. We showed ﬁve different
examples of performing 3D network analysis with both
graph-based and geometric constraints applied. We also
elaborated a method for generating voice commands and
visual instructions for assisting people dynamically on
the way to their destination, which is intended to be the
routing engine infrastructure of our intelligent evacuation
system work in progress. Our experiments successfully
showed that our 3D-GIS implementation could be
improved to design an ideal navigation system for
evacuation purposes.
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